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Abstract. Successfully communicating a Business Executive’s goals and
desires to an IT Architect with regard to organizational change presents a major
challenge. The most significant problem is relating the changes desired in a
semantically consistent and understandable manner and then reflecting the
potential impact of those changes on the organizational structure and the
business processes carried out within that organization. This paper presents a
proposal for a simulation-based communication tool that employs a
semantically driven natural-language component to capture a Business
Executive’s needs. These needs are translated into a simulation of a business
process consisting of semantic web services that represent the evolution of the
organizations IT infrastructure and policies. Through an iterative
communication loop with the IT Architect the simulation can be used to
accurately represent the changes necessary to meet the Business Executive’s
needs.
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Introduction
Effective communication between Business Executives and IT personnel is
essential to ensure the IT architecture evolves to support an organisations business
needs. Business Executives naturally view the organisation from a business point of
view that encompasses the business needs to meet customer requirements in an
effective and efficient manner. Communicating these needs often presents a problem
as the vocabulary used by a Business Executive does not always correspond to that
used by the IT Architect. Indeed, business needs and goals are typically expressed in
natural language, which are subsequently used as the basis of functional specifications
expressed in a modelling language such as the Unified Modelling Language (UML).
Natural language is ambiguous and open to misinterpretation, but UML and its peers
are often inscrutable and provide difficulties in envisioning how the solution will be
realised. This communication mismatch poses a severe and potentially very costly
challenge between the Business Executive and IT Architect that often leads to delays
and misunderstandings in defining the IT architecture.

Semantic Business Process Management (SBPM) [7] has the potential to provide a
fundamental basis for a common semantic understanding between the Business
Executive and the IT Architect. As an approach it espouses the inclusion of ‘meaning’
in business processes. However, the problem of how this meaning will be
communicated and negotiated still exists. The authors accept that changes to the
organisation and IT required by organisational strategy and vision are not simple and
require iterative communication between the Executive and IT Architect. This paper
proposes simulation as a basis for communication, is a mechanism for achieving this.
The approach utilises a semantically-driven natural language processing to refine a
Business Executive’s goals in terms compatible with SBPM and then reflect the
potential changes to the IT architecture using web service based simulations. Thus,
simulation provides the Executive and IT Architect, with the ability to collaborate
interactively in a user-centric and semantically consistent way in order to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of communication and reduce misunderstandings.
The structure of this paper is as follows, firstly an introduction to related work to
ground this research in the theory between Semantic Business Process Management
(SBPM), Semantically Controlled Natural Language Interfaces (SCNLI) and
Simulation. The second section outlines the technical approach and functionality. The
third section describes a scenario-based evaluation of the first prototype. The final
section discusses this research and expected future direction.

Related Work
This research relates to the intersection between Semantic Business Process
Management (SBPM), Semantically Controlled Natural Language Interfaces
(SCNLI), and Simulation.
Business Process Management (BPM) is an approach to manage the execution of
IT-supported business operations from a business expert’s point of view rather than
from a purely technical perspective. Hepp et al. [7] recognize that the degree of
mechanization in BPM is limited and they trace the problem of mechanization of
BPM to an ontological one, i.e. the lack of machine accessible semantics. They argue
that the modeling constructs of Semantic Web Services (SWS) frameworks are a
natural fit and propose to combine SWS and BPM to create one consolidated
approach, Semantic Business Process Management (SBPM). In [8], Hepp et al outline
the representational requirements of SBPM, propose a set of ontologies and
formalisms and define the scope of the ontologies through competency questions. The
spheres that are represented in an SPBM framework relate to Processes, Process
Models, Organization, Corporate Strategy, Constraints, Business Functions, and
Transactional and Customizing Data. They describe competency questions that allow
them to describe the ontologies and formalisms for the spheres. There also exists
other enterprise ontologies which could be used for SBPM such as [4][5][6]. Wetztein
et al. [9] builds on Hepp’s vision and describes the incorporation of ontologies and
semantic web service technologies into the BPM lifecycle. The lifecycle consists of
process modelling, implementation, execution, and analysis phases.

Bernstein et al. [1][2] introduce a Guided Input Natural Language Ontology editor
(GINO) that can edit and query ontologies. GINO allows users to enter a guided input
sentence through natural language, which is then translated into triple sets or
SPARQL statements. Wang et al. [11] presents a portable natural language interface
to ontologies (PANTO) that accepts generic natural language queries and outputs
SPARQL queries. Schwitter [10] shows how a controlled natural language describes
knowledge for the semantic web. These approaches show the potential for natural
language interfaces to utilize semantic inference to refine and hone the user’s goals.
Simulation plays an important and inexpensive role in answering what-if questions
during process composition. Web based simulation offers an approach to dynamically
model a system and make changes to optimise resources in a consequence free
environment. The true potential of simulation is in portraying the envisaged impact of
certain decisions and changes on an operational system or process. Chandrasekaran et
al in [3] examines the synergy between web service technology and simulation. One
of the approaches they propose is the creation of simulation models/components from
web services in order to provide a high fidelity between the simulation and real world.
It provides an ability to plug real web services into simulated entities, thus creating
simulations that utilise as much ‘real world’ data as possible.

Proposed Approach
The approach proposed in this paper focuses on a user-centric approach to a
lightweight collaborative interaction between the Business Executive and the IT
Architect. The Simulation-based Communication Tool allows the Business Executive
specify their goals and rules for organisational change through a semantically
controlled natural language interface. The system interprets the goal and identifies the
business process that can deliver the appropriate services. Then it adapts the services
using rules specified with the goal. Through simulation, the Executive may review the
impact their goal and rules have on the services of the organisation. This semantically
driven approach ensures the terminology used in the specification of goals is
consistent with the capabilities of the IT architecture. These goals will be realised by
the orchestration of both existing and simulated web services that represents the
new/modified business processes.
The architecture of the Simulation-based Communication Tool (SCT) is shown in
Figure 1 and will be applied to an organisation represented by an institute of higher
education. To-date part of the ontology that models the institutes of higher education
is modelled based on OWL and stored in Jena.
As part of a prototype due in September 2008, the Semantic Analysis (SA)
component will interpret the goal and identify the business process that delivers the
appropriate services by using SWRL rules that use the domain ontology. The SA
component uses the rules specified with the goal to adapt the services of the business
process.
The simulation platform is the execution environment that produces the simulation.
The technologies it uses are Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) to
describe the executable business process and the orchestration of services that

comprise the process. The services represent real or simulated web services of
organisational roles and constraints on those roles, current and future IT systems.
Currently a BPEL process that orchestrates the interaction between simulated web
services has been created. The simulated web services represent the Programmes,
Faculty and Classroom resources in institutes of higher education. It is envisaged that
the web services will be semantically enabled to ensure that they are automatically
identifiable using the Web Service Modelling Ontology. Through simulation, the
Executive may review the impact their goal and rules have on the resources and IT
systems of the organisation.
The Outcomes component displays successful changes to the organization and
business rules that violate organisational constraints. Through several iterations, the
Executive may modify, add, or delete rules until they are satisfied with the potential
changes to the organisation as witnessed through the simulated outputs. The resulting
web service orchestration that fulfils the Executives goal and rules represents the
technology platform that supports agile process change as shown in the Technology
Platform component.
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Figure 1 Architecture of a Simulation based Communication Tool

Prototype experiment
An initial scenario-based evaluation consisting of a PowerPoint mock-up of a
natural language user interface for the Business Executive was created around the
specific scenario of planning changes to Faculty, Programmes and Classrooms within
a higher education setting. The prototype simulates a user interface through a preplanned sequence of actions and mouse clicks as shown in Figure 2. The Executive
can enter a goal and rules such as “Schedule the BSc (Hons) in Software Systems
where Faculty teach 14 hours per week”.
Ten participants that took part in this study were executives involved in the process
of scheduling academics to programmes and classrooms. The executives comprise of
the following roles, one vice president, five heads of schools, two heads of

department, one acting head of school and one ex-head of school. The study measured
the desirability of executives for a semantically grounded controlled natural language
interface through the administration of a questionnaire containing 30 items. The major
content sections of the questionnaire are Demographics; Perceived Usefulness;
Usability Heuristics; User Interface Satisfaction; Screen; Learning; and Project
Specific questions; The majority of items are based on a 5 point semantic differential
scale. Other items gather feedback on the executive’s perceptions of the positive and
negative aspects of the system including any suggested improvements to the system
and other scenarios that are relevant to their job.
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Figure 2 Simulation-based Communication User Interface
The analysed data produce results, which indicate that the majority (60%) of this
small group of executives desire a semantically controlled natural language interface
for specifying goals and rules. A system that automatically interprets a goal to
identify a business process, and applies rules to services in the process, is desirable
among 70% of Executives. In addition, 60% of Executives welcome a visualisation
that displays successful changes to the organization, as well as business rules that
violate business constraints.
Some of the comments made by executives that indicate this approach as being
desirable are “The idea seems to be very good, esp. the natural language interface,
which I particularly like”; “Use of English to set goals”; “Good HCI”; “System will
interpret the goal and identify the org process for appropriate service”;

Discussion and Future Work
This research introduces a Simulation-based Communication Tool (SCT), which
offers a user-centric approach to lightweight collaborative interaction between the
Business Executive and the IT architect. The purpose of which is to define the
evolution of the IT architecture to support the Business Executive’s needs through a
series of simulations. Results from an initial prototype evaluation indicate that the
majority of a small group of executives like the approach of specifying their goals and
rules in natural language. In addition, the majority of Executives liked the approach
where the system automatically identifies a business process that may solve the

Executive’s goal, and applies rules to services in the process. Executives also
welcome a visualisation that displays successful changes to the organization, as well
as business rules that violate business constraints.
Future work will involve the evolving of SCT as part of doctorial research. This
involves an investigation of controlled natural language interfaces, completing the
domain ontology for higher education, mapping goals and rules to a workflow
language such as BPEL, and modifying the web-services so that they are semantically
enabled. It is envisaged that a prototype will be ready by September 2008.
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